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Senior Stewards Report 
 

Name of Track Woodbine  

Date Sunday, 6 Sep 2020 Post-time 1:00 
PM 

Weather Race 1 - 11: Overcast (Temp: 21 deg. C)  

Track Conditions  Type: Tapeta Turf: EPT Firm lane 5 

Number of Races 11  

Scratches         Vet:  Stewards: 5 Track:   

 

Senior Steward Associate Steward Associate Steward 

Fenton Platts Gunnar Lindberg Tom Miller 

 
Report on day’s Events: (Backstretch - accidents, fines, suspensions, objections, disqualifications, refunds, pertinent incidents, 

general details etc., Film Reviews, Races, Claims) 

 

Stand: 

No issues to report. 

 

 

Races: 

104 Entries 
 
Race 1, clear, late closing #5 Ari Gold Speedwagn jumped the shadow of the finish line mirror,  
 
Race 2, first time starter, #2 Sea Scout, was off slow and ducked in at start, rest good 
 
Race 3, #1 Secret Roi stepped out at break and #5 Artiesattheparty bore in slightly as 
#4Watchnsee was a step slow. Reviewed run after the ¼, #5, K. Nicholls 2nd is outside  with #3 
Bullet Speed, J. Hoyte,7th  in the middle and #2 Lookout Louie, S. Callahan, 1st to the rail. #5 
appears to come in slightly as #3 steadies a step, #3 is backing away, no placings required. 
Spoke with Keveh Nicholls, give more room and have a hold while urging. 
 

  



Race 4, EPT Turf, clear. #9, J. Hoyte aboard, cited for possible urging violation, NOR for Hoyte 
 
Race 5, Jockey claim of foul, #4 Circle of Friends, P. husbands, 3rd on #6 Lookin to Strike, R. 
Hernandez, 1st shortly after the start. Upon review of the upper pan and back tower camera 
angles that were synced, #6 is coming in, as it bore out at start, #4 is making up ground in 
behind, #3 Perfect Speighty, Wilson is to inside and looking to get around the #5, #4 appears to 
steady but it is inconclusive as to degree of fault. Jockey claim of foul disallowed. 
Inquiry video:  https://youtu.be/NREts9R8iF8  
 
Race 6, #4 O La La breaks outwardly, #5 Miss Evangeline is off a step slow, rest ok 
 
Race 7, EPT Turf, #3 Suigu Star bore in to #2 No Exit at start, #2 does break out to #3, #1 bares 
out to #2, #3 at the start, #1 Cumpleanos eased far turn and did not finish,  Rest ok 
 
Race 8, #7 Gospel Hill steadies a step mid-backstretch as #8 Rumpus angled out slightly for 
running room, no violations 
 
Race 9, EPT Turf, #1 Dinasour Ben hesitated start, rest good 
 
Race 10, clear 
 
Race 11, Trainer claim of foul, #5 Frat Party, S. Bahen, 4th on #3 Our Uncle Drew, 2nd nearing 
the finish, upon review of the front tower and upper pan camera angles #2 5th, is coming off the 
rail and creates the issue, COF disallowed 
Inquiry video: $ https://youtu.be/jHGTV1sR-9w  
 
Mutuel handle: $5,938,167. 

Claims: 

Race 4, #10 Veil for $20,000.00 by Robert Montgomery/Tr. N. McKnight.  

 

https://youtu.be/NREts9R8iF8
https://youtu.be/jHGTV1sR-9w

